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STEM – a golden opportunity
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Part 3: On the job

o r a f u t u re c a re e r i n t h e r
A job that fits

A modern resources company may employ people in over 150 diferent roles – from
the senior management who oversee projects, to the people doing the day-today work of extracting resources, to the paramedics and safety oicers who keep
everyone safe. Everyone has a part to play to keep the operation running smoothly,
including those who work at head oice, on site, at the accommodation village and in
between.

The resources industry is one of the largest employers in Western
Australia, employing more than 100,000 people each year. And
while you may think the industry is all about digging and drilling,
there is a diverse range of career opportunities to explore.
As technology is changing the way precious resources are unearthed,
processed and used, it is also changing how and where employees
work and the skills they need to do their jobs. Some of the jobs that
people do today will not exist when today’s school students enter the
workforce, and some of the jobs they’ll do don’t even exist yet!

Discover

Resourceful careers

Learn all about working in the resources industry in the third of our
three-part STEM – a golden opportunity series.
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Can you fit these occupations
into the puzzle? Use the number
of letters in each word to help you
figure it out.
7 LETTERS
driller
cleaner

8 LETTERS
surveyor
mechanic
engineer

both underground and surface
Gold Field’s St Ives site features
and contractors.
mining and supports over 1,000 staf

After you’ve had a go at the activities, check out the answers
at mediaeducation.com.au/students to see how well you did!

Supported by

a
9 LETTERS
geologist
executive
paramedic

10 LETTERS
accountant
11 LETTERS
electrician
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Future work

What is STEM?

It’s hard to know exactly what jobs will be around in the future - after all, not
many people last century would have predicted jobs like ‘social media influencer’,
‘YouTuber’, and ‘professional gamer’ would exist today. But analysts can look at
trends in work, education and employment to make predictions about the skills
that are likely to be in demand in the future. It is important that schools, education
providers and employers don’t just teach the skills needed now - they must also
teach the skills that will be needed in the future.

Why is everyone always talking about STEM? Because STEM, an acronym for
Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths, is an approach to learning that
aims to prepare learners for the technological future in which they’ll live and
work. STEM skills like problem solving, creativity and digital literacy are going
to be essential in the resources industry as more jobs are transformed by
technology.

Tomorrow’s trends
There are two major trends predicted to
influence the work of the future within the
resources industry.
1. Technology is going to transform many
jobs. From robotics and automation,
to data and digital literacy, future
workers will need to be ‘tech savvy’.
Some of today’s jobs will become
completely automated, while others
will be redesigned. For example, as autonomous
trucks become more widely used, a truck driver’s role may be
transformed from driving one haul truck to overseeing a fleet of autonomous
vehicles from a remote location.

Colour a face to indicate which of these STEM skills you think are your
strengths, and which ones you could develop further.

Evaluate

2. Jobs that involve ‘human’ skills like creativity, social intelligence, perception
and manipulation are less likely to see large changes. For example, paramedics
need to respond to complex situations, problem solve and treat patients with
care and empathy. Although technology will influence some aspects of how they
work, the main skills required for the job are unlikely to change significantly.

Rate your STEM skills

problem solving
critical analysis
teamwork

Big changes

independent thinking

An industrial revolution refers to a period of rapid, major change in the way
machines are used to make products. The automation of industrial processes that
is occurring today is considered the Fourth Industrial Revolution, and will see huge
changes in the way materials are sourced and refined, and how they are used.

communication
digital literacy

First Industrial
Revolution

Second Industrial
Revolution

Third Industrial
Revolution

Fourth Industrial
Revolution

railroads and telegraph networks
made transport of goods, people and
information easier, and factories were
run on electricity and petroleum

the ongoing automation of industries
using modern smart technology like
robots, virtual reality and the Internet
of Things

Get more STEM
Most schools now teach STEM skills as a priority, but there are lots of
opportunities outside of school to develop skills through Science, Technology,
Engineering and Maths. For kids who have an interest in these areas, online or
in-person clubs and competitions are a great way to have fun, make friends
and learn new skills. Some STEM opportunities include:

manufacturing moved from hand
production at home to steam and
water powered machines in factories

the shift from mechanical and
analogue technology to digital
electronics, including computers,
mobile phones and the internet

learn to code through
Code Club Australia

find out if your local library has a
LEGO club

enter the international
‘Moonhack 2021’ competition

get involved in the RoboCup Junior
WA robot building challenge

Are there any STEM opportunities available in your local area or online?
Use the internet to find out, and write the ones that interest you below.

Investigate

Explore

Match each industrial revolution to the major changes that occurred, or
are occurring.

Full STEAM ahead!

Many parents and teachers think
students spend too much time gaming
– but what if gaming skills are the work
skills of the future? Skills developed
in gaming, such as good hand-eye
coordination, concentration, quick
reflexes, strategising and teamwork are
essential in digitised jobs like operating
drones and submersibles. As more jobs
become digitised, these skills will be in
higher demand.

Another approach to learning is STEAM, with the ‘A’ representing the
Arts, which can include skills in design, language and visual literacy.
How do you think the Arts is relevant to the resources sector?

Evaluate

Game on!

Education supplement

All in a day’s work
No two roles are the same in the resources industry, as each person has a unique set of skills and experiences, and each workplace
has diferent requirements and opportunities. Discover three people who love their jobs in the industry:
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Telecommunications
Technician, Telstra

Senior Underground Geologist,
AngloGold Ashanti Australia

Energy Manager, Gold Fields

Jacinta Wills’ ideal job is a hands-on role that provides
diversity in the day to day tasks. While looking for an
electrical apprenticeship she stumbled upon an Optical
Fibre traineeship through Telstra. She completed a
one-year traineeship in 2014 and hasn’t looked back.
What is a typical workday like?
As a reactive repairer for the optic fibre cable, my
day starts with acknowledging any faults or afected
services. I then travel to site to investigate. I start at
the exchange building to find out where the fault may
be along a cable that might be many kilometres long.
Then I figure out the best way to repair the fault to
get the customer back on the air as fast as possible.
Faults can range from a single tiny broken fibre to a
completely cut cable.
What is the best part of your job?
The places it’s taken me. I’ve been fortunate enough
to explore most of WA, from Albany to Kununurra and
everywhere in between. Wherever the optic fibre cable
runs, I’ve been there! It makes every day interesting
because you never know where you will end up.
What is the worst part of your job?
100% it’s the spiders you find living in the cable pits 7 years as telecommunication technician and I’m still
not a fan of them!

Breannen Conway leads a small team at an underground
gold mine. She was studying to become a biologist/
palaeontologist when she discovered her love of geology.
She had never considered a career in mining until a
university presentation about geology made her realise
that was the perfect career for her.
What do you enjoy about your job?
My favourite part of being a geologist is being involved
in the mining cycle. I love going underground and getting
a holistic view of the gold deposit. Every day in mining is
diferent and you never know what your day is going to
be like. There is so much to learn, and even after six years
in the industry, I am still learning every day.
What are the benefits of working FIFO?
Working one week on and one week of means I have a
lot of spare time to do all the things I love to do in Perth
– going to the gym, walking my dog and spending time
with my friends and partner.
What advice would you give to young people thinking
about following your career?
I always knew I wanted to be a scientist but I had no idea
where that path would take me. It wasn’t until I found
geology that I realised it was exactly the career path for
me. If you’re interested in being a geologist, I recommend
studying geology at university and learning as much
science as you can!

On location
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The FIFO life
for me
There are many job roles
in remote locations.
As well as the variety
of roles involved in the
actual mining process,
many support roles are
also required to keep
the work site and staf
accommodation running
smoothly. FIFO positions
exist for catering and
food services, cleaning
and waste management,
maintenance, Human
Resources and more.

There are many pathways that lead
to a career in resources, and the
right one for you will depend on
the job you want, your education
and skills. Students looking at jobs
which require higher education
qualifications such as geologists,
engineers or chemical scientists will complete a degree at university.
Trade-based jobs such as electricians, boilermakers or mechanics will learn on
the job with an apprenticeship or traineeship. Some secondary schools provide
training through Vocational Education and Training (VET) to give students a
head start in achieving qualifications such as Certificate II in Autonomous
Workplace Operations. Many mining, oil and gas companies have scholarships
and graduate programs to encourage high achievers to choose the industry.

Do you have what it takes?
Choose one of the following careers and find out what
education and training is required for the role:

Consider the pros and cons of working
FIFO, then form an opinion on whether it is
something you would consider doing.
POSITIVES

NEGATIVES

welder

oice administrator

mechatronic engineer

heavy duty mechanic

geologist

health and safety oicer

Investigate

Most West Aussies are
familiar with FIFO rosters,
but some worksites ofer
DIDO or BIBO options.
What do these acronyms
stand for?

Considering a career in
resources?

Evaluate

Discover

As mine sites are often in remote areas and oil rigs are usually at sea, much
of the workforce does not live close enough to commute to work each day.
Sometimes employees and families are relocated to the nearest town, but
more often employees will work a fly-in fly-out (FIFO) roster. Food and
accommodation are provided for workers at (or near) the work site, as well as
transport to and from home. The rosters (also called ‘swings’) vary but some
workers are onsite for two weeks, then fly home for one week, before returning
for another two weeks of work. More remote locations may have longer rosters
such as one month on, one month of.

James Koerting is an engineer who is passionate about
reducing carbon emissions in the resources sector.
He is the project manager of Gold Fields’ Agnew Gold
Mine’s $113 million Hybrid Renewable Energy Microgrid
Project, which meets over 50% of the mine’s power needs
through sustainability initiatives.
What sparked your interest in renewable energy?
I grew up being amazed by the wonders of nature,
spending my summer weekends as a scuba diver
exploring the beauty our planet has to ofer. Whilst
travelling I saw smog-plagued cities in some places, and
fields towering with wind turbines in others, and I knew
what sort of world I wanted to live in.
What was involved in getting this project underway?
I championed the idea to integrate solar/wind/battery
storage with gas backup to power the Agnew Gold Mine,
something that had never been done before in a mining
context. After investigating and demonstrating what the
technologies can do, I was responsible for managing the
project and overseeing construction.
What challenges have you faced in your role?
New challenges and opportunities have continued to
present themselves as my experience and skills have
grown. Taking on large projects has played to my desire to
challenge how things are done and do better, my natural
appetite for risk, thirst for learning, and the strong value I
place on professional relationships and teamwork.
What would you say to someone considering a career in
the gold industry?
I would say, don’t just think about where you are going to
start in the gold industry, try to imagine where it could
take your career.

The Gold Industry
Group Jobs website is
a great place to start
your research!

I

would

/ wouldn’t consider a FIFO career.

(circle your response)
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Who, what, where?
The resources industry employs over 100,000 people throughout the state, in over 150 diferent positions. As you may expect, there
are a lot of drillers, engineers and drivers – but there are also a lot of people doing jobs you may not think of when you consider roles in
the resources industry. Some positions will be employed by the resources company, while others may be contracted only when needed.

Where in WA?

• LAWYER

• PILOT

• SECURITY

• SHIP LOADER

• MEDIA LIAISON

• CARTOGRAPHER

• PHYSIO
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According to Jobs and Skills WA,
the regions with the most people
employed in the resources sector
are Perth and the Pilbara. Write
the missing percentage of people
employed in each region on the map.
Pilbara region: 37.6%
South Eastern WA: 11%
Central WA: 5.2%
Kimberley region: 4.5%

(Midlands region)

29.5%
(Perth)

6.7 %
(South West WA)

New opportunities
Advances in technology mean we can work smarter and faster, but there
can be a downside. While progress is good, as more jobs become increasingly
automated some traditional careers may become obsolete, putting skilled
workers out of a job when their skill set is no longer required. Fortunately, in
many cases workers can be retrained or upskilled to do new or redesigned
jobs, working alongside technology.

The drive for diversity
Diversity means employing people from a variety of backgrounds. By having a
diverse workplace, a company will benefit from the range of diferent perspectives,
experience and knowledge each employee brings. Sometimes diversity involves
targeting certain groups of people who are underrepresented, and working to
attract and support those groups. For example, the resources industry has long
been a male dominated industry, and while men still make up the majority of
the workforce, companies are ofering scholarships, graduate programs and
traineeships exclusively for women to encourage them to join the industry.
Similarly, there is a focus on training and employing Indigenous Australians and
people with disabilities. Companies are also implementing strategies to ensure
underrepresented groups want to stay in the industry, by providing opportunities
for advancement and a culture and facilities that make them feel supported.
List some steps you think resources
companies could take to attract a more
diverse workforce.

Job roles changing is nothing new, and there are many obsolete jobs which were
once essential to mining. While some jobs disappeared because of changes to
mining and refining processes, others changed because of the equipment used
on the mine sites.

Match these obsolete mining jobs to the
correct description.

in
amalgamator

skipman

crackerman

Explore

1.4%

Great Southern region: 4.1%

timberman

in charge of breaking up large rocks using
either a sledgehammer or explosives
cut timber and placed wooden support
beams in underground mines
oversaw the movement of people and ore in
and out of a mineshaft, using bell or whistle
signals to communicate
handled heated mercury in the process of
extracting gold from ore, often without
proper protective equipment
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Explore

• DIVER

Explore

Discover

Find these jobs in the word search:
• PROGRAMMER
• BIOLOGIST

PERTH CONVENTION
& EXHIBITION CENTRE

STEM IN REAL LIFE!
See incredible robotics, jaw-dropping augmented reality,
and fly cutting-edge drones – and it’s completely FREE.

Visit rtsperth.com.au for more information

